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1.Edm wire cut1.Edm wire cut

2.EDM DIE SINKER2.EDM DIE SINKER

3.EDM DRILL 3.EDM DRILL 

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



Our company apply ISO9001 quality system, and uses 8S for quality 
management：
    1. research：Combine the market requirement with the customer 
request, complete test will be done before marketing.
    2. Purchase：We have supplier quality engineer doing the supplier 
suvey before purchasing!
    3. Prpduction：Pay attention to the details, ！
    4. Inspection：Most advanced testing equipment, high frequency 
inpection during production and final inspection. 
    5. Logistics: safety, reliable, fast delivery service!
    6. After sale：
   We we have a Professional team doing the service after sale, 100% 
customer complain will be replied within 24 hours. 

1.2 Company profile1.2 Company profile
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1.1 C series wire cut1.1 C series wire cut

Model TW3240C   TW4050C    TW5063C

Dimension of working table  (mm) 500x720   510x790   630x960

Travel of working table (mm)    320X400   400X500   500X630

Maximum cutting  thickness (mm)    300  350    350

Machining taper   ±3° / 80 ±3° / 80   ±3° / 80

Maximum load weight (kg)    500    600    850

Host weight  (kg)    1700    2000    2500

Overall dimensions (mm) 1650x1200x2100   1700x1280x2100   1900x150x2100

1. Machine body resin sand casting process.

2. Guide line brand Hiwin. 

3. Lenovo China wire cut edm machine computer, quality 
guarantee for 3 years. 

4. Equiped with raster x,y display. 

5. Cutting speed more than 12000mm2 each hour. .

6. Cutting roughness less than Ra 0.8.

6. Equiped with Lubricating oil supply system, guarantee the 
Lubrication system of x,y axis and wire drum device. 

7. Equiped with reduction device for wire drum device.

8. Auto industry painting quality. High stick adhesion, 
Beautiful appearance.

9. Stainless steel water tank. 



 1. Resin sand casting machine body;
  2.NMC Brand guide screw;
  3.Lenovo computer, quality guarantee for 3 
years;
  4.Tianwei high frequency pluse technique, 
cutting speed 12000 mm2/hour. 
  5.Intelligent fault detection funtion. 
  6.Use induction switch for wire drum. 
  7. Car industry paintng quality. 
  8. stainless steel water tank；
  9. Sheet metal Waterproof cover

1.2 A series High speed wire cut1.2 A series High speed wire cut

Model TW2025A TW3240A DK 4050A TW5063A TW6380A

Dimension of working table 
(mm) 300x400 360x630 460x690 550x900 650x1040

Travel of working table (mm) 200x250 320x400 400x500 500x630 630x800

Maximum cutting  thickness 
(mm) 180 400   450  600   650

Machining taper 6° /100 6° /100 6° /100 6° /100 6° /100

Maximum load weight 100kg 400kg 550kg 700kg 1200kg

Host weight 500kg 1300kg 1800kg 2500kg 3800kg

Overall dimensions (mm) 1000x900x1300 1280×1200×1500 1650×1300×1550 1760×1700×1800 2100×1950×1900



2. EDM drill2. EDM drill

1.Use linear guide line and 
automatic control for Z axis. 
2.The processing diameter 
0.3-3mm.
3.powder painting sheet 
metal.
4.Inside precision high 
pressure pump. 
5.Configuration of precision 
ball screw
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3. EDM Die Sinker3. EDM Die Sinker

1.Machine body use FC—35 
material resin sand casting.
2.Use Japan imported SANYO 
servo motor for Z axis           
3.Automatic emergency device, 
Automatic answering to dangerous.
5. Use imported pressure pump
6. X,Y axis use Taiwan imported 
guide screw. 
7.HIgh precision guide line for 
Spindle.
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4. New products4. New products

Tianwei new 

product, Our 

research will 

never stop，

technique is 

developing，each 

new product need a 

long time testing 

before marketing。
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5.After-sale service5.After-sale service

   1). The equipment from the date of delivery, the supplier is responsible 
for the machine one year warranty, guarantee system for two years, in 
the equipment under normal use, the supplier is responsible for the 
maintenance free replacement spare parts. But wearing parts, 
consumables, tools don't belong to the category of the warranty. 

2). More than one year after the warranty period, the supplier is 
responsible for providing maintenance required spare parts, and provides 
a reasonable charge for maintenance services.

Quality is the customer that come back, and the product that don't



Contact information 

      ZHEJIANG TIANWEI MACHINERY CO.,LIMITED
 

    Add:  Zoumatang Village, Jiangshan Town, Ningbo China
Tel:0086-574-43988766
Fax:0086-574-43988765

http://saletianwei.en.made-in-china.com/
email: sales@tw-machinery.com


